
  The Bee's Knees 1 Gallon
   Cider for Beginner and Advanced Brewers  

 Ingredients:
– .75 Gallons Apple Cider
– .25 lbs Honey

  Yeast Suggestions:  Ale
– White Labs 775 English Cider

(Sold Separately)
– Wyeast 4766 Cider

(Sold Separately)
– Mangrove Jack M02 Cider

(Sold Separately)

Style- C2F – Specialty Cider
This cider recipe is what we use as 
our standard, everyday drinking 
cider.  It comes out incredible, light 
and dry, with a very subtle sweetness
and hint of honey character.  Don't 
be afraid to add fruit puree or fresh 
fruit and have some fun!

Estimated ABV – 8.2%
Estimated OG – 1.065
Estimated FG – 1.002

Cider Instructions
Clean and sanitize your 1 Gallon Carboy.  Add .5 gallons
of your chosen apple juice to the sanitized 1 Gallon 
Carby, then mix in .25 pounds of honey.  From there, 
top off with the remaining juice until you reach just 
under a gallon in the carboy (you want to leave a little 
space for the yeast to work).

If mixture (it is now called Must) is at room 
temperature, take a hydrometer sample and add your 
chosen yeast to your carboy.  If it's liquid, ensure it is 
also at room temperature, otherwise it may accidentally 
die due to the temperature difference.  With the dry 
strains, this isn't an issue.  Now add your stopper and 
airlock and fill your airlock with Star San in it up to the 
'Fill Line' indicator.  If using a fermentation chamber, put
inside and set temperature to 67° F.  If not using a 
fermentation chamber, set in a cool, dark place in your 
home and allow it to stay at comfortable room 
temperature.  

Allow 14 fulls days for fermentation to complete.  Once 
fermentation is complete, allow cider to crash chill for 
up to 48 hours.  If you don't have a fridge where you 
can do this, disregard this step.  

If kegging, use auto siphon to transfer into your keg 
and pull a sample.  Take a gravity reading and taste 
your cider.  If it is too dry, dissolve two tablespoons of 
honey into warm water and add back to the keg, mixing
and tasting again.  Repeat this step until the balance is 
where you want it, carbonate and enjoy!

If bottling, dissolve 4 oz bottling sugar into sterile water
(microwave for 1 minute, or boil) and add to the 
sanitized bottling bucket.  Using your Auto Siphon, 
transfer into the bottling bucket on top of the sugar 
solution.  DO NOT SPLASH!!  Once full, use your 
bottling wand to fill each bottle to the brim, then cap 
and re-case.  Allow 7 days in the bottles at room 
temperature to carbonate, and test one bottle at a time 
by refrigerating a bottle in the morning and tasting and 
testing the carbonation level in the evening.  Share and 
enjoy!!


